
Instructions for 'Chevron Right Angle Weave Bracelet - Winter Berry' Kit
Project KB-GP-045UN   [Skill Level: Intermediate]
Designer: Julie Bean

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

3 - packages of burgundy beads 1 - package of metallic teal iris seed beads

2 - packages of gold beads 1 - grey beading thread

1 - 8mm round gold bead 1 - beading needles

Recommended Tools (not included)
Scissors

Techniques Taught:
How to bead weave a chevron embellishment, How to bead weave right angle weave, How to tie a surgeon's knot

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/how-to-make-the-chevron-right-angle-weave-bracelet-kit.html

Notes: Before you begin, determine your bracelet size. The instructions for this kit make a 7.25" bracelet but you can
easily make it longer or shorter with the supplies included in the kit. Every unit of right angle weave will add
approximately a quarter of an inch. So for the instructions below, it notes to create 24 units of right angle weave (to end
up with a bracelet that is 7.25"). If you want your bracelet to be 8.25", you will add 4 units for a total of 28 units of right
angle weave. Please refer to the bottom right corner of the instruction sheet "How to Right Angle Weave" for an
illustration on how to count units of right angle weave.

You have two choices when weaving this bracelet, you can work with a longer thread and not have to add a new thread
until you get to the clasp part of the design or you can work with shorter threads and tie off and add a new thread as
you go. If you choose to work with a long thread, you will start with 10 feet of thread in step 1. If you want to work with a
shorter amount of thread, you will start with 7 feet of thread in step 1 and then tie it off once you complete your 2 base
rows of right angle weave and begin a new thread, 4 feet long, to do the chevron embellishments (step 1 of the
instruction sheet "Chevron Right Angle Weave Bracelet Kit."). See note below on how to tie off and add new thread.

Cut 10 feet of thread and place a needle on one end.1. 

Refer to the instruction sheet "How to Right Angle Weave" to learn how to create the base row of right angle weave. You will be
using your 4mm round beads to create this row. Follow figures 1 - 7. Create 24 units of right angle weave. Please see the additional
instruction sheet "How to Tie a Surgeons Knot" for instructions on tying the type of knot referred to in step 2. (Note: If you are
adjusting the length of the bracelet, please make sure to always end on an even number of units of right angle weave, for example
24, 26, 28, etc. so that your thread is positioned properly for the next step).

2. 

To create the second row of right angle weave, please follow figures 8 - 10. Repeat figures 9 and 10 until you have created a
second row of right angle weave on top of your base row and for the same length as your base row.

3. 

To add the chevron embellishment, you will be referring to the instruction sheet "Chevron Right Angle Weave Bracelet Kit" and
using 3mm beads and seed beads.

4. 

The first step is to make sure to flip your beadwork around so that the thread is exiting in the same position as shown in figure 1.
Next follow figures 1 - 3 to create the chevron embellishment of your bracelet. Following these steps will result in you having 2 rows
bead bridges (looking like chevrons) on top of your 2 base rows of right angle weave. At this point tie off your thread by retracing
some of your original thread paths and tying little knots as you go. Make sure to tie at least 3 knots so that your bead work is
secure.

5. 

Cut 3 feet of thread and place a needle on one end. On the other end place a stopper bead, making sure to leave a tail of 12
inches. This is the thread you will be using to create your bead and loop clasp and also to add the "points" to all your chevrons.

6. 

Look at your bracelet and find the center row of 4mm beads between your two rows of right angle weave. Starting on one end of the7. 



bracelet (refer to figure 4) pass through the first center 4mm bead and then follow the instructions in figure 4 until you have added a
3mm between each of the center 4mm beads. These are the "points" to your chevrons. Do not tie off your thread at this point but
immediately go to the next step.

To create the clasp, refer to figures 5 - 9 of the instructions sheet "Chevron Right Angle Weave Bracelet Kit." These figures will
show you how to create a beaded loop and attach a large 8mm bead which will work as the button/ball to go into the loop to form a
secure clasp.

8. 

To tie off and add new thread: at the place where you want to end the current thread, make sure to leave a tail of at least 12 inches
and remove your needle from the thread. Place your needle onto a new piece of thread and work your needle and thread into your
beadwork several steps back, retracing your original thread path. Tie several knots along the way until your needle with your new
thread exits the last bead that your original thread is exiting. Continue on with your beading just as if you never had to add new
thread. After you have bead woven a good bit of the design with the new thread, go back and rethread your needle onto your old
tail and weave it into your work, again tracing original thread paths and tying several knots along the way.

9. 

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
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